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Comment 

by Nurul Hidayah Afandi - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:32 AM 

Hello Prof.  

For me, I really appreciate your efforts throughout this online teaching :) . The notes 
given to us also very interesting and informative as well as the slot for product 
exploration via 'kelip' and your explanation in webex at the end of the class for each 
lecture, really helped me in understanding this subject more depthly. 

Thank you Prof.  

 

Comment 

by Nadiah Binti Abdul Halim - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:31 AM 

Good morning Prof, 

I am personally like and excited to learn about this course. From the lecture, I got to 
gain more knowledge about personal care products which I can apply in my daily 
routine. I am very grateful for having webex session at the end of the lecture because I 
can understand more after the explanation. The lecture notes are very interesting and 
understandable. Thank you so much prof for making the beautiful notes and having 
webex session every end of lecture. 

Thank you.  

 

My opinion 

by Salihah binti Azmi - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:30 AM 

From my perspective, Prof's online teaching has been exceptionally well and satisfactory for the 

entire semester so far. The lecture notes were very informative and comprehensible to the point 

where much additional help wasn't required  in understanding the lecture notes. Furthermore, the 

15 minutes webex sessions at the end of each lecture were also very beneficial as we were able to 

clear any doubts on the respective topics and also get a brief summarization on the topics. In 

addition to that, this new style of teaching, although new to me,  had thought me to be more 

independent in my studying as it required me to seek for knowledge instead of expecting it to be 

spoon fed to me. The quizzes provided by you were also very advantageous as it kept me on my 

toes and prevented me from slacking off as I had to ensure I was well-versed on each topic at the 

end of each lecture in order to answer the quizzes well. Overall, I enjoyed each and every class 

with you. Thank you prof! 

https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=31266&course=6809
https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=30914&course=6809
https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=31291&course=6809


 

 Online teaching 

by NUR AQILA BINTI AMRAN - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:28 AM 

Good morning prof.....I think the online teaching is very good and very satisfying. All the 
topics taught are well understood and the notes given are also easy to understand. The 
quizzes provided for each topic can be used as a answering exercise for me. All 
assignment are given early so, preparation can be done in advance. The webex session 
for last 15 minutes for me its important to keep us in contact and the summary of 
learning topic also helped me better understand the topic. Overall I think Prof's online 
teaching are well done. Thank you Prof.  

My Opinion 

by Nur Rashida Hani Juraimi - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:24 AM 

Good morning prof. 
I like your lecture note...it is very interesting and understandable as you highlight the 
important point. Your 15 minutes webex also help to increase my understanding as you 
conclude and summarize the overall point in the lecture. Thank you prof! I really enjoy 
your class session.. 

Opinion 

by Nur Aqilah binti Mohd Azmi - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:23 AM 

Good morning Prof. 

As for me, i think your online teaching really helps even only in 15 minutes time webex because 

in those 15 minutes, you summarize the topic well and sometimes we got additional information 

too. Plus, all the lecture notes are simple and compact with information. Not too long and with a 

touch of product pictures here and there, they are enjoyable to read and easy to understand. It's 

fun to learn this subject for this semester. Tq Prof for all the teachings, informations and 

knowledge that u've taught us this semester. :) 

 My opinion 

by Pavitra Manimaran - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:22 AM 

I am satisfied with your lectures and teaching way  prof. Your are always systematic and 
did not miss any of our classes. I like the quizes for every lecture because I can make 
sure that I am studying consistently even it's online. 

Comments 

by Yaalini Adaikalasamy - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:21 AM 

Good morning prof. 

https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=31194&course=6809
https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=30836&course=6809
https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=31784&course=6809
https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=31105&course=6809
https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=32787&course=6809


Your online teaching went well. The lecture notes were informative and we explored 
products that we never came across. Thank you, prof. 

 

Individual comment 

by Nurul Ezzah Binti Azlan - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:16 AM 

Good morning Prof, 

I really love your class and i am so happy to be able to take your class as my elective 
course. Your lectures are interesting and the lecture notes are so organize and easy to 
understand. 15 minits webex session at the end of the class also is really helpful for me. 
Thank you Prof.  

Thank You � 

by Munifah Binti Muhammad Anuar - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:15 AM 

Thank you for allocating the time to teach us on Webex prof. I think the online session 
really help consolidate the topics and summarize the whole lecture. I really hope next 
semester we can do more lectures session on webex because I am an auditory learner 
and understand better when I listen to a lecture. � 

 
The lecture notes are well organized and I understand each topics clearly. That's all 
thanks Prof! 

Comments 

by Nur Halyza Arifin - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:15 AM 

For me, your online teaching is very good. It helps me a lots. All the lecture notes are 
very interesting, adequate enough and easy to understand. The webex session also 
assist me in understanding the overall lecture. Thank you prof for your effort :)   

 

Comments 

by TEH NURAQILAH BINTI MOHAMAD YUSOFF - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:14 AM 

Good morning Prof, 

This subject has definitely make me feel eager to explore more on personal care 
product. From this subject, I got to learn more on the basic product used in everyday life 
and which product I need to be careful of. The lecture note overall is understandable 
and the 15 minutes webex session do help me to grasp the overall point of the lecture. 
Thank you Prof . 

My opinion 

https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=31582&course=6809
https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=31471&course=6809
https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=31193&course=6809
https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=32014&course=6809


by NUR AQILA IZZATI ROSMAN - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:12 AM 

Good morning prof. 

For me, i am satisifed and pleased with the lecture notes given and webex session held 
by the end of class session. The content in the lecture note is also understandble. 
Thank you so much prof for all the knowledge that u have shared with us throughout 
this semester. 

 

my opinion 

by Nur Syakira Balqis Bt Masrul - Thursday, 14 January 2021, 11:08 AM 

Hello prof, 

I think your lecture note is really informative and interesting. Besides, your 15 minutes 
webex is really helpful to me to understand the overall lecture for that day. 

Thankyou prof. :) 

 

https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=31176&course=6809
https://kelipff.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=31096&course=6809

